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Due to the complexity of neuronal circuits, precise mathe-matical 
descriptions of brain functions remain an elusive ambition. A more 
modest focus of many neuroscientists, central pattern gen-erators, 
are more tractable neuronal circuits specialized to generate rhythmic 
movements, including locomotion. The relative simplicity and well-
defined motor functions of these circuits provide an oppor-tunity for 
uncovering fundamental principles of neuronal information 
processing. Here we present the culmination of mathematical analy-
sis that captures the adaptive behaviors emerging from interactions 
between a central pattern generator, the body and the physical en-
vironment during locomotion. The biologically realistic model de-
scribes the undulatory motions of swimming leeches with quantita-
tive accuracy and, without further parameter tuning, predicts the 
sweeping changes in oscillation patterns of leeches undulating in air 
or swimming in high-viscosity fluid. The study demonstrates that 
central pattern generators are capable of adapting oscillations to 
the environment through sensory feedback, but without guidance 
from the brain.

animal locomotion | central pattern generator | adaptive behavior

Abbreviations: MN, motoneuron; CPG, central pattern generator

A long-term ambition in neuroscience is to generate a de-
tailed, complete model of the human brain [1]. Still am-

bitious and certainly more realistic, is the aim to model com-
ponents of vertebrate nervous systems. Most advanced in this
arena are models based on the circuits underlying motor func-
tions, such as rhythmic body movements during locomotion.
These movements are generated by spinal neural oscillator cir-
cuits called central pattern generators (CPGs) [2, 3]. The enor-
mous number of neurons in the vertebrate central nervous sys-
tem currently prevents analysis at the level of defined circuits
between individual neurons. However, the simpler, accessible
CPGs underlying locomotion in the invertebrates provide dy-
namically rich platforms amenable to detailed analysis that can
lead to deep understanding of how neuronal circuits generate
extremely robust and adaptive oscillatory behaviors. The leech
CPG for undulatory swimming provides such a platform. The
isolated nerve cord, with most [4, 5], a few [6, 7], or even a single
segmental ganglion [8, 9], displays “fictive swimming,” where
the rhythmic motor pattern closely resembles that recorded in
intact animals. Moreover, the leech continues to swim without
the brain [10, 11], with the nerve cord severed in mid-body [5],
or with the body cut in half [7].

Our study addresses the following question: How does the
leech swimming system achieve its astonishing robustness and
adaptability? A detailed explanation of the mechanisms under-
lying such complex phenomena requires mathematical modeling
and analysis because a unidirectional sequence of cause-and-
effect relationships alone cannot explain dynamical properties
arising from multiple feedback loops. An obstacle in explor-
ing the emergence of the functional properties from highly in-
terconnected neuronal circuits through model-based analysis is
the lack of biological realism [1]. We, therefore, have focused on

the individual components of the leech swimming system and
developed dedicated models, with full experimental validations,
for capturing essential dynamics of the CPG [12], motoneuron
(MN) impulse adaptation [13], passive and active muscle dy-
namics [14, 15], body-fluid interactions [16], and finally sensory
feedback of body wall tension from peripheral receptors to the
CPG [17]. Here we put it all together (Fig. 1-a) and show that
the quantitative description of the comprehensive system can
accurately reproduce nominal swimming behavior. While we
focus on closing the loop from motor output to sensory input
at the CPG, higher-level excitation to the system [18] has been
modeled simply as a constant input to the CPG. The integrated
model, without further parameter tuning except for the excita-
tory input, predicts the results of biological experiments that
place the leech far outside its normal environment. Namely,
model simulations are found remarkably accurate in predicting
adaptation of the undulatory body movements to perturbed en-
vironments: a shorter wavelength of traveling waves in a high
viscosity fluid (400 cp), and standing waves in air (Fig. 1-b).
Our results indicate that CPGs autonomously achieve adaptive
pattern formation through sensory feedback, without descrip-
tive signaling from the brain. This component-based analytical
model provides an exemplar for those more ambitious projects
to model the human brain. Our studies achieved an integrated,
comprehensive description of an entire neuromechanical system
that generates animal locomotion.

Results

Integrated model of leech swimmingThe leech is an elongated
annelid that swims by vertically undulating its flattened, seg-
mented body, sending traveling waves from head to tail, with
the wavelength roughly equal to the body length (Fig. 2-a). The
undulation results from anti-phasic local contractions of dorsal
and ventral longitudinal muscles that propagate along the flex-
ible body, interacting with fluid. The muscle contractions are
controlled by bursts of efferent spikes from excitatory and in-
hibitory motoneurons (MNs), whose somata are found within
all of the 21 midbody ganglia (M1–M21) of the ventral nerve
cord. The bursting pattern in MNs is controlled by a group
of 13 identified interneurons that are repeated serially in each
ganglion of the nerve cord. Local, intrasegmental interactions
between these interneurons form a segmental oscillator. These
segmental oscillators are interconnected in a chain through the
nerve cord, with intersegmental projections spanning about six
segments. These complex interneuron circuits, comprising lo-
cal, non-spike-mediated synaptic interactions and intersegmen-
tal, spike-mediated connections, form the CPG for leech swim-
ming [19, 20, 21, 22].

We developed an integrated model of leech swimming by
assembling the previously developed component models (Fig. 1-
a). Each component has complex dynamics; a major challenge
of our analytical approach is to identify and retain only those
elements that are essential for swimming. Our simplified com-
ponent models are described in the following paragraphs and
their mathematical details are given in Text S1.
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Fig. 2. Leech swimming system. a.
Overview. b. CPG circuit model –
two segments shown (repeated for 17 seg-

ments). Yellow ovals with inhibitory
synapses (solid black lines) constitute a
segmental oscillator; numbers indicate os-
cillation phase. Green ovals and lines in-

dicate gating neuron excitation. Interseg-
mental connections (dashed lines) extend
to five neighboring segments. Additional
symbols: blue lines – muscle activation;

red lines – stretch receptor feedback. c.
Leech body modeled by a chain of 18 rigid
links (4 shown). d. Fluid force is deter-

mined from normal and tangential link ve-
locities, with inertial and viscous drags.
e. Dorsal/ventral longitudinal muscles
connect adjacent links. Springs repre-

sent passive and active tensions; the lat-
ter is driven by the CPG. Dorsal/ventral
stretch receptors report tension.

Central pattern generator (CPG): We modeled the CPG as a
chain of 17 segmental oscillators embedded in midbody ganglia
M2-M18 [12]. During fictive swimming, 13 interneurons within
each ganglion generate rhythmic bursting at three phases: 0,
120 and 240 degrees [19]. In our model (Fig. 2-b; two of the 17
segments), each phase group is represented by a single neuron
(yellow oval), three of which form a segmental oscillator through
a simple recurrent cyclic inhibition loop (black solid lines). We
use the simple 3-neuron model because the details within each
segment are not important for intersegmental phase coordina-
tion as long as the intrasegmental phases are captured correctly
[23], and model complexity can then be significantly reduced.
Dynamics for neurons and their synaptic interactions were mod-
eled by a threshold function, time lag and communication delay
using experimentally-derived input-output membrane potential
data [21, 24, 25, 26]. Topological structures in Fig. 2-b were de-
termined from detailed physiological data for neuronal intercon-
nections between segments (dashed lines) [21, 27], for tension by
MN activity (blue lines) [28, 29, 15] and for sensory feedback of
muscle tension via stretch receptors (red lines) [5, 30, 17, 31, 32].
Each segmental oscillator receives a constant excitatory input

(assumed uniform over segments) from the gating neuron, which
has the effect of controlling the cycle period [12].

Body-fluid interactions: The leech body is supported by in-
ternal hydrostatic pressure, resulting from tonic activation of
dorso-ventral muscles in conjunction with passive tonus and
active contractions of the longitudinal muscles [33, 19]. The
mechanics of the leech body were modeled [34, 16] as a chain of
18 rigid links (Fig. 2-c). We adopted this discrete model rather
than a continuum beam model [35] because the leech body as
well as the nerve cord (CPG) are indeed segmented. The es-
sential hydrodynamic effects were captured by resistive force
theory [36], with larger normal than tangential drag (Fig. 2-d).
The drag coefficients were determined from experimental kine-
matic data [16].

Muscle dynamics with MN activation: We developed a
model for leech longitudinal muscle and its neuronal activa-
tion through physiological experiments on semi-intact prepara-
tions [15]. The tension developed in each segment is described
as a dynamic function of the muscle strain and MN impulse fre-
quency, and can be viewed as a pair of parallel passive and active
springs, the stiffness of the latter is controlled by MN activation.
The muscle model is placed at each of the 17 joints (Fig. 2-e)
to generate tensions on the dorsal and ventral sides. The ten-
sion difference between the two sides gives rise to the muscle

2 www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0709640104 Footline Author



bending moment, which shapes body undulations. Each seg-
mental CPG commands local muscle contraction through MN
activation dynamics containing a time lag and impulse adapta-
tion [13]. CPG interneurons form a complex set of interactions
with MNs to ensure that dorsal muscle is excited at 0 degrees
and inhibited at about 180 degrees, and ventral muscle is driven
in anti-phase. Our model captures the net effect of experimen-
tally identified excitatory/inhibitory MN connections [19], but
for simplicity Fig. 2-b schematically indicates the dorsal-ventral
phase relationships and does not show the topologically correct
interactions between CPG neurons and the longitudinal muscles
through MNs [22, 29].

Stretch receptor (SR): In the leech, increased tension in
longitudinal muscle hyperpolarizes the ventral stretch recep-
tors (VSRs), which are strongly electrically coupled with an in-
terneuron (cell 33) in the 240o phase group [17]. Dorsal stretch
receptors (DSRs) also have been identified, but their connec-
tions to the CPG are conjectural [19], and hence the model as-
sumes that the effects of the two receptor types are antiphasic.
The tension in longitudinal muscle is thus transduced by both
dorsal and ventral stretch receptors (Fig. 2-e) and fed back lo-
cally to segmental CPGs (Fig. 2-b). In the model, the net effects
of DSRs and VSRs are captured as sensory feedback of mus-
cle bending moments, rather than the individual dorsal/ventral
tensions. The effective strength of the sensory feedback is un-
known, hence the 17 strength parameters for all the segments
were tuned to match the model-simulated body movement with
experimental data under nominal swimming conditions.

The sensory gains are the only model parameters that were
tuned; all other parameters were already fixed through experi-
mental measurements when we developed the component mod-
els. Once tuned for the nominal condition, the sensory gains
were fixed during model simulations under perturbed condi-
tions. Overall, all simulations reported here were performed for
a single set of parameter values, except that the control of fre-
quency (excitatory neuron input to the CPG) was adjusted in
the high-viscosity case.

Sensory modification of wave numberBody movements of mid-
size (∼= 10 cm length) leeches were video recorded from the side
while they swam nearly horizontally through a narrow tank of

water. A representative sample of snapshots during one cycle of
undulation is shown in Fig. 3-a1. The leech body forms roughly
one full period of a quasi-sinusoidal traveling wave at each time
instant, with crests passing from head to tail. The number of
waves expressed by the body (body wave number) can be quan-
tified as the time it takes for a wave to travel from head to tail,
divided by the cycle period. The leech progresses about 60 %
of the body length in one cycle. The cycle period, swim speed,
and body wave number are summarized in Table 1, row B1.

The leech CPG in isolated nerve cords exhibits “fictive
swimming,” where the pattern of oscillation in interneurons
membrane potentials is similar to the body waves observed dur-
ing intact swimming. That is, the membrane potentials oscillate
at a common frequency, with the maximum occurring at each
ganglion a fixed fraction of cycle later than the adjacent an-
terior ganglion, thereby exhibiting traveling waves. Thus, the
wave number for the CPG can be defined as the time inter-
val between two successive maxima of M2 and M18 membrane
potentials, divided by the cycle period. This value would cor-
respond to the body wave number if the membrane potentials
were directly proportional to the body curvature at respective
locations (Fig. 1-b). Interestingly, the cycle frequency and wave
number in fictive swimming do not closely match with, but are
roughly half of, the values observed during intact swimming
(Table 1, cf. rows A and B1).

We initially thought that sensory feedback was solely re-
sponsible for the differences in the oscillation profiles. However,
when the CPG model that closely captures the fictive swimming
(Table 1, row a) was placed in the feedback loop in Fig. 1-a, our
attempts to tune the sensory feedback parameters failed to re-
produce the nominal swimming behavior (Fig. 3-a1). Because
excitatory inputs from gating neurons are known to increase
the cycle frequency of fictive swimming [12], we increased the
excitatory input to a level at which the intrinsic period of the
CPG model was reduced by half (Table 1, row a∗). With this
modification, sensory parameters in the integrated model were
re-tuned. Model simulations then indicated stable oscillations
at a cycle frequency within the observed intact swimming range.
Moreover, the sensory feedback increased the wave number to
one; that is, a full wave (Table 1, row b1). The snapshots of sim-

Leech
Data Fluid

Viscosity
[cp]

Intrinsic
Period [ms]

Period
[ms]

Swim
Speed [cm/s]

Body Wave
Number

CPG Wave
Number

A — — 700–900 — — — 0.45±0.02

B1 Water 1 330±49 15.62±3.11 1.12±0.05

B2 Meth.Cel. 400 501±69 0.21±0.05 1.26±0.05

C1 Water 1 437±49 7.25±1.00 0.86±0.10

C2 Air 0 437±42 — —

C2
∗

Air 0 358±75 — 0.93±0.11

Model
Output Fluid

Viscosity
[cp]

Intrinsic
Period [ms]

Period
[ms]

Swim
Speed [cm/s]

Body Wave
Number

CPG Wave
Number

a — — 800 — — — 0.33

a
∗

— — 423 — — — 0.48

b1 Water 1 423 391 12.57 1.12 0.99

b2 Meth.Cel. 400 563 548 0.18 1.50 1.33

c2 Air 0 423 490 — — —

c2
∗

Air 0 423 398 — 1.03 0.91

Table 1. Characteristic parameters
of leech data and model output.

Leech swimming under four conditions
(upper): (A) isolated nerve cord, (B1)
freely swimming intact animals in water
and (B2) in 400 cp methyl cellulose

solution, (C1) suspended leeches in
water, and (C2 and C2∗) suspended
leeches in air. Model data set for
leech swimming is matched to these

conditions (lower): (a and a∗) CPG
without sensory feedback at different
excitatory input levels, (b1) water,

(b2) 400 cp methyl cellulose, and (c2
and c2∗) air. “Intrinsic Period” is the
cycle period in the isolated nerve cord
(leech data) or of the CPG without

sensory feedback (model). “Body Wave
Number” is defined as the time it takes
for a body wave to travel from head to

tail, divided by the cycle period. “CPG Wave Number” is the time it takes for a wave in the MN membrane potential to travel from M2
to M18, divided by the cycle period. Values are means and standard deviations. Data for (A) and (B) were derived from experiments
on 5 leeches; those in (A) were published in reference [5]. Data for (C) were derived from air and water swimming in 3 animals, two of
which provided the data for (C2∗). Model results were generated by simulations of analytical equations with the parameter set shown in

Table S1.

Footline Author PNAS Issue Date Volume Issue Number 3
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Fig. 3. Undulatory movements
of leech swimming. a. In water.
a1. Intact animal (30 frames/s).

The body expresses a full spatial
period of a quasi-sinusoid wave
traveling to the right (swim pro-
gression is to left). a2. Simulated

swimming (11 frames/cycle).
a3. Underlying traveling waves
(arrows) at segments 1, 3, . . . , 17.

The time interval between the
two vertical dashed lines is the
cycle period. b. In high viscosity
fluid (400 cp). b1. Intact animal

(15 frames/s). b2. Simulated
swimming (10 frames/cycle).
b3. Underlying traveling waves
(arrows) at segments 1, 3, . . . , 17.

Dashed lines indicate cycle period.
b4. Adaptive behavior of the
CPG. With model leech initially
swimming in water, fluid viscosity

was raised from 1 cp to 400 cp
at time t = 4 s; simultaneously
the excitatory input to CPG was
reduced at t = 4 s to a quarter

of the nominal level. The time
courses of the membrane poten-
tials of 0o phase group neurons

in segments 1, . . . , 12 are shown.
The phase lag and amplitude of
traveling waves increase due to
higher viscosity. c. In air. c1.

De-brained animal (30 frames/s).
Without hydrodynamic forces,
rostro-caudal wave progression
is minimal; movements of body

ends are in-phase, alternating
between a “∪” and a “∩” shape
every half cycle. c2. Simulated

movements (12 frames/cycle). c3. Underlying traveling waves (arrows) at segments 1, 3, . . . , 17. The dashed lines show cycle period. c4.
Adaptive behavior of the CPG. With the model leech swimming in water, fluid is removed at t = 3 s. The time courses of the membrane
potentials of 0o phase group neurons are shown for all segments. The traveling waves in water are modified to become standing waves in

air.

ulated leech are shown in Fig. 3-a2. Thus swimming movements
in the model leech closely resemble those of live animals.

The model simulation predicts internal variables that are
difficult to measure during swimming (Fig. 3-a3). It takes about
one cycle for the crests of the body curvature to travel from head
to tail (indicated by an arrow), resulting in one full wave in each
snapshot. The speed of the traveling waves is roughly the same
for the intersegmental progression of CPG membrane poten-
tials, but is much greater for the bending moment, consistent
with the prediction previously derived from analysis of muscle,
body, and fluid mechanics [37]. The speed difference sets the
timing of the moment and curvature in-phase near head, anti-
phase near tail, and 90o apart in the middle. The instantaneous
muscle power is proportional to the product of the moment and
the rate of change of curvature, and hence the average power
is roughly equal to zero near head and tail, and is positive in
the mid-body. Consequently, the energy for swimming is mainly
supplied by mid-body muscles, and the tail end oscillates almost
passively [37].

More waves in high-viscosity fluids Experiments on leeches swim-
ming in high viscosity fluid (methyl cellulose solutions) reveal
that the frequency and pattern of body undulation are modi-
fied from that of nominal swimming in water. In particular, at
400 cp, the cycle period was increased by about 50%, the swim
speed was reduced to about 1% of the nominal value, and the
body wave number was increased by more than 10%. These pa-
rameters are summarized in Table 1, row B2; snapshots of the
altered swimming behavior are shown in Fig. 3-b1. Two crests
or troughs are clearly seen in the body wave simultaneously.

The observed behavior was not initially reproduced when
the integrated model was simulated under 400 cp high-viscosity
condition. However, if the excitatory input to the CPG was
reduced to increase the intrinsic period from 423 ms to 563
ms, the simulation result was found close to the experimental
observation and captured the tendency of reduced speed and
increased wave number and period (Fig. 3-b2; Table 1, row b2).
The change in the pattern formation is clearly visible in the time
courses shown in Fig. 3-b3. It takes more than one cycle for the
waves of the membrane potential and body curvature to travel
from head to tail as indicated by arrows, meaning more than
one wave was expressed in the body at every instant. Although

4 www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0709640104 Footline Author



the oscillation pattern was changed, the energetic mechanisms
for swimming remained essentially the same: power supplied in
the mid-body, with passive tail oscillation.

The model thus predicts that the oscillation pattern can
adapt to the environment. In lab experiments, leeches swam
either in water or in the high viscosity fluid, without transition-
ing from one to the other. In some simulations, we conducted
virtual experiments in which the model leech moved from wa-
ter into a higher viscosity fluid during steady-state swimming
(Fig. 3-b4). After the transition, the amplitudes of oscillations
are slightly increased. More importantly, the phase lag between
segments is increased so that the crests of the 12 segments
shown are spaced equally over each cycle. Thus the body seg-
ments 1 through 12 exhibit one full wave, and the whole body
expresses more than one wave after the transition, consistent
with Fig. 3-b2b3. The whole transition is smooth and occurs in
about one cycle.

Standing wave oscillation in airWe have examined the oscillatory
body movements in a radically perturbed condition in which
the effect of the fluid force is essentially removed [38]. In the
lab, a de-brained leech was suspended on its side by four long
threads (Fig. S1). We observed and compared the body move-
ments when swimming in water and when raised into the air.
We found that suspended swimming in water was essentially
normal (Table 1, row C1). When raised into air the period of
oscillations remained nearly unchanged, but the oscillation pat-
tern changed, with traveling body waves nearly lost; instead,
undulations closely resembled a standing wave (Fig. 3-c1, Ta-
ble 1, row C2). In air, the CPG appears to detect the absence
of water through feedback from the tension receptors and mod-
ify its oscillation pattern.

Simulated movements of the leech model support this idea.
With the same parameter values as those for water swimming,
the integrated model with fluid forces removed exhibited stand-
ing waves similar to the movements observed in leeches (Fig. 3-
c2). The cycle period was slightly increased in comparison with
the water swimming case (Table 1, cf. rows b1 and c2). How-
ever, the time courses in Fig. 3-c3 indicate that the signals are
almost in-phase along the body. Also, the muscle bending mo-
ments are several times larger in magnitude than those during
water swimming, and are roughly anti-phase to the body cur-
vatures, indicating passive oscillation of the whole body.

The transition from traveling waves to standing waves was
observed in physical experiments when leeches swimming in
water were raised into air. The integrated model reproduces
this adaptive pattern formation behavior as well. Figure 3-c4
shows how the membrane potentials are modified through sen-
sory feedback after the hydrodynamic forces are turned off in
the model to mimic the experimental procedure. Before the
turn-off at t = 3 s, the membrane potentials have crests equally
spaced over one cycle, resulting in one full wave expressed in
the body as in Fig. 3-a2. A few cycles after the turn-off, all the
signals become roughly in-phase, resulting in standing waves as
in Fig. 3-c2.

When simulating the integrated model, the disturbance
caused by pulling the threads in physical experiments was ef-
fected by transiently doubling the muscle damping for 3 < t <
3.1 s. This disturbance actually triggered the transition of the
body oscillation pattern. If the damping was kept constant
throughout, traveling waves characteristic of water swimming
continued in membrane potentials and body curvatures (Ta-
ble 1, row c2∗). Interestingly, traveling waves were lost in the
muscle bending moments, which presumably compensate for
the lack of fluid forces to maintain the similar body undulation
pattern. Thus, the model predicts that smooth transition can
result in traveling-wave undulations even in air. Indeed, we ob-
served that during some transitions to air, the leech continued to

generate traveling, rather than standing, body waves (Table 1,
row C2∗). According to the model, the underlying mechanism
is within the nonlinear dynamics that embed two stable limit
cycle oscillations corresponding to the standing and traveling
waves. The mechanical disturbance during the transition from
water to air could push the state from one oscillation to the
other.

Discussion

The importance of sensory input in animal locomotion was rec-
ognized long ago by Gray [39], who observed that leeches swim
with a lower frequency in media of high viscosity. More re-
cently, numerous studies [40, 41, 5, 30, 31, 42] have shown that
the oscillation pattern of CPGs is modified by sensory feed-
back. However, it was largely unknown which sensory signals
are responsible for the pattern adjustment, or whether the brain
plays a crucial role by commanding the CPG during adaptive
locomotion behaviors. Our study shows that feedback of muscle
tension, directly to the CPG without passing through and pro-
cessing by the brain, is sufficient to achieve the adaptive pattern
formation observed in leeches undulating in air or high viscos-
ity fluid. The brain, which was removed for the “air-swimming”
experiments, appears to play no role in these adaptations. Our
results clearly indicate that sensory feedback from the environ-
ment is an essential component of the CPG controlled adaptive
system, rather than a simple modulator of ongoing activity.

The leech swimming CPG achieves adaptive pattern forma-
tion through sensory feedback. Fundamental questions remain:
Why does the body exhibit one full wave in water? Why does
the wave number increase in a high viscosity fluid? Why does
the body oscillate with either traveling or standing waves in
air? What are the common principles, if any, that can explain
all these phenomena? An interesting observation pertinent to
these questions is that the undulation with standing waves in
air (Fig. 3-c1c2) resembles the first mode of natural oscillation
of a flexible beam. Indeed, the displacement is anti-phase with
the force (Fig. 3-c3), suggesting that the CPG controls the body
oscillation to exploit passive muscle stiffness and body inertia.
Thus, the leech CPG appears to configure the entire system
so that, given a particular environment, oscillations conform
with a natural mode of the coupled body-environment dynam-
ics. The ability of CPGs to entrain to a resonance was previ-
ously verified in an independent theoretical study [43]. It may
also be possible to explain the differing body wave numbers ob-
served in water and high viscosity fluids in terms of entrainment
to natural oscillations.

A major objective of neuroscience is to uncover how the
central nervous system (CNS) works. Because of the high com-
plexity, mathematical modeling is essential for understanding
mechanisms underlying neuronal information processing in the
CNS. Taking animal locomotion as a tractable focus of study,
a number of models have previously been developed, ranging
from neuronal circuit models for CPGs [44, 45, 46, 47], body-
fluid interactions during swimming [35, 48], to integrated neuro-
mechanical models for locomotion [49, 50, 51]. An ultimate goal
is to have dynamical models that are simple and amenable not
only to numerical simulations but also to analytical studies, and
which are fully validated by experimental data, with demon-
strated predictability under perturbed conditions. Equipped
with these properties, the integrated model of leech swimming
presented here offers a solid step towards the goal of under-
standing and modeling the CNS.

Materials and Methods

Animals. Experiments were carried out on adult leeches, Hirudo verbena, obtained

from American suppliers. Where surgery was required, animals were anesthetized with

cold (4
o
C) saline.
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Experimental setup for intact swimming. Intact, medium-sized animals (about

10 cm) swam in a narrow, transparent Plexiglas trough (75 cm long, 3 cm wide, water

depth 10 cm), filled with water or methyl cellulose 400 cp solution. Swimming be-

havior was initiated by touch or electrical shock. Trough length ensured that leeches

exhibit steady state swimming in mid-trough, the location of the camera capture

window.

Experimental setup for air-swimming. Nearly intact animals undulated in the

horizontal plane, suspended from four 42 cm-long threads attached equi-spaced along

the lateral midline to dennervated body wall. Both anterior and posterior brains were

disconnected from the ventral nerve cord. Threads were sufficiently long to minimally

impede body motion and reduce the gravity effect (Fig. S1).

Motion capture and data processing. Body movements were captured by a video

camera (60 frames/s). In each video frame, numerical coordinates of body boundary

points were obtained using NIH software (ImageJ). Discrete time courses of motion

variables (link angles and location of the center of gravity) were calculated and fit

by sinusoids to generate an oscillation profile for quantitative analysis and graphical

depiction.

Integrated model analysis. The model differential equations were simulated with

Matlab. The initial conditions were at first set to zero except for the membrane

potentials that were chosen near the expected oscillation orbit. Once a reasonable

behavior was found, the steady state values at a fixed time instant were used as the

initial condition for other simulations to reduce the time for the initial transient. Sim-

ulated values were used to animate the body motion and obtain snapshots of model

swimming.
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